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Abstract 

 

Speech sounds are organized: they are both categorical and combinatorial and there are constraints on how 

elements can be recombined. To investigate the origins of this structure, we conducted an iterated learning 

experiment with humans, studying the transmission of artificial systems of sounds. In this study, participants 

learn a system of sounds that are produced with an interface in which they draw trajectories on a computer 

screen in a continuous two-dimensional space. These trajectories are transformed into sounds. Through 

transmission from participant to participant, some structure emerged, but it turned out not to be stable, most 

probably because the learning task was too difficult. Even though the results were not entirely as expected, they 

were promising and led to the ideas for a follow-up, ongoing study involving transmission of a whistled sound 

system. A preview will be given into the first results of this second study, which shows that experimental 

iterated learning of an artificial sound system can cause a system of signals to gain combinatorial structure. 

 

Keywords: Experimental iterated learning, combinatorial structure, evolution of speech, emergence. 
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Introduction 

Sounds of human language are structured. They are both 

discrete and combinatorial (Oudeyer, 2005b; Fitch, 2010). 

Discreteness means that the continuous acoustic space of 

sounds that can be produced is organized into a finite set of 

basic building blocks. The combinatorial nature of speech 

means that these elements are reused and recombined in a 

systematic way. There are constraints on how the elements 

can be recombined, and the specifics of these constraints 

and the basic elements differ from one language to the other, 

but are shared among all members of a speech community. 

How did speech become organized in this way? This is the 

question we will address in this report.  

Hockett (1960) identified the discrete and combinatorial 

organization of speech as one of thirteen basic design 

features of language. He called it ‘duality of patterning’ and 

it refers, in part, to how meaningless phonemes are 

recombined into grammatical morphemes. Hockett (1960) 

already had an idea about why it would be an advantage if 

such a structure were present in language. When the 

meaning space grows and each signal refers to its meaning 

as a whole, the signal space for creating these holistic 

signals will fill up and the individual signals will become 

closer to each other. If there is a limit on how accurately 

signals can be produced and perceived, there is a practical 

limit to the number of distinct signals that can be 

discriminated. Therefore structural recombination of 

elements is needed to maintain clear communication with a 

growing meaning space. When Hockett wrote his paper 

(1960) there was no data available about the origins of 

combinatorial structure that could be used as evidence in 

favor or against such a hypothesis. Now, data is 

accumulating, for instance from the study of emerging sign 

languages, from the use of computer simulations and from 

experiments in the laboratory.  

A newly emerging sign language, Al-Sayyid Bedouin 

Sign Language (ABSL), is currently being studied and 

shows the emergence of phonological structure (Israel and 

Sandler, 2009; Sandler et al., 2011). Sign languages usually 
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have phonological structure with the same features of 

discreteness and recombination as speech. There is a 

discrete set of location features, handshape features and 

movement features that are recombined into meaningful 

words and there are constraints on the ways in which they 

can be combined. ABSL is a young but fully functional sign 

language in which the phonological structure is not yet fixed 

(Israel and Sandler, 2009). This research provides important 

evidence about the emergence of phonological structure 

since it throws light on how such structure can develop, for 

instance through conventionalization processes within 

families of signers (Sandler et al., 2011).  

In addition to observations that can be made of real 

language data, computational models provide insight into 

the emergence of phonological structure. For instance, such 

simulations have shown how a discrete set of vowel 

categories can emerge (de Boer, 2000; Oudeyer, 2005b), 

how the organization of syllable systems can be established 

(Oudeyer, 2005a) and how it is possible for a system of 

holistic signals to turn into a system with combinatorial 

structure (de Boer and Zuidema, 2010). Typically, in these 

simulations, there is a population of interacting computer 

agents and cultural evolution is studied by simulating 

conventionalization through social coordination and/or 

transmission through iterated learning. Social coordination 

involves establishment of a shared communication system 

through interactions between the agents in the population, 

and iterated learning involves (repeated) acquisition of a 

behavior by an agent through observation of the same 

behavior by another agent that acquired it in the same way 

(Kirby et al., 2008) 

Unfortunately newly emerging (sign) languages are 

extremely rare and computer models generally abstract 

away from the full complexity of the human brain. In order 

to verify computer modeling findings experimentally, Kirby 

et al. (2008) introduced iterated learning experiments with 

humans. This approach makes it possible to investigate the 

effects of cultural evolution on a transmitted (artificial) 

language in a controlled laboratory setting. This has the 

advantage of using real human learners, while still being 

able to control the environment, the parameters of the 

artificial language and the level of complexity, which is 

impossible to achieve in field studies of emerging 

languages. The idea is to create a chain of learners in which 

the outcome of the learning process of one participant is 

used as the input for the next person (Kirby et al., 2008). As 

each succeeding learner processes the previous learner's 

output, it is thought that the system itself will be shaped by 

the biases, expectations, and constraints of the learners 

(Deacon, 1997; Kirby and Hurford, 2002; Christiansen and 

Chater, 2008; Griffiths et al., 2008). This idea has been 

shown to work in numerous computer simulations and is 

now starting to be investigated experimentally. In 

experiments it has for instance been applied successfully to 

show the emergence of compositional structure (Kirby et al., 

2008), combinatorial structure in visual symbols (del 

Giudice et al., 2010), color terms (Dowman et al., 2008), 

predictability in plural marking (Smith and Wonnacott, 

2010) and in other category or function learning tasks 

(Griffiths et al., 2008). The current study employs this 

paradigm to examine the emergence of discrete 

combinatorial elements in speech by studying the 

transmission of artificial systems of sounds. 

Methods 

The experiments described in this section were conducted 

within the experimental iterated learning paradigm (Kirby et 

al., 2008; Cornish, 2006). Participants had to learn an 

artificial system of sounds and the result of their learning 

was used as input for the next participant. Four parallel 

transmission chains were performed, with several successive 

learners in each chain.  

Participants 

In total, 38 people participated in this study. Test subjects 

were recruited from the student population of the University 

of Amsterdam. 25 participants were female, 13 male and the 

mean age was 26.7. The participants were first asked to do a 

very short hearing test. All subjects had normal hearing. 
Participants were paid 10 euro in cash to compensate for 

their time. 

Stimuli 

The sounds in the system of signals that was transmitted 

were produced by drawing continuous trajectories on a 

computer screen. The trajectories (and hence the signaling 

space) consisted of a single, continuous line in a two-

dimensional space. These trajectories were transformed into 

sounds. Participants needed to learn to recognize and 

reproduce these sounds by drawing the right trajectories. In 

addition, these sounds (creating the signal space) were used 

as labels for different pictures (creating the meaning space) 

and the participants had to learn these sound-picture 

relationships. 

 

Signal space Participants create sounds by scribbling 

trajectories. A trajectory is produced by placing the mouse 

pointer in the scribble area, pressing the mouse button, 

drawing (scribbling) the trajectory, and releasing the mouse 

button to indicate the trajectory is finished. The 

transformation of scribbles into sounds uses a mapping that 

resembles a vowel chart representation. Different locations 

in the scribble area sound like different vowel sounds. 

Vertical movements in the scribble space manipulate the 

first formant (increasing from 250 Hz to 1050 Hz when 

moving down) and horizontal movements manipulate the 

second formant (decreasing from 2900 Hz to 1100 Hz when 

moving from left to right). This creates a two-dimensional 

continuous space with differing vowel qualities. The 

participants were not told beforehand that they were going 

to create vowel trajectories, they had to discover this 

themselves.  
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Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the experiment with an 

explanation of the mapping in the scribble space. At the 

beginning of the experiment a random set of sounds was 

created by letting the computer draw random trajectories in 

the scribble space. This set of random sounds was used as 

input in the training set of the first person of each 

transmission chain. In order to measure the accuracy of an 

imitation of the sounds, a distance measure for comparing 

trajectories was needed. We used a normalized Dynamic 

Time Warping Distance (Sakoe and Chiba, 2003) on the 

sequences of x, y coordinates in the scribble space to 

determine this distance. 

 
Meaning space The meaning space consisted of nine 

pictures of different objects (squares, circles and rings) that 

had different colors (red, green or blue). Figure 2 shows 

these pictures. At the beginning of the experiment, each 

picture in the meaning space was randomly assigned to a 

unique sound in the set of random sounds in the signal space 

to create the initial set of sound-meaning pairs. 

Procedure 

Before the experiment started the task was explained to the 

participants, both verbally by the experimenter and in 

written form on the screen. The participants were given a 

chance to ask questions before we started with the practice 

phase. In this phase the subjects were asked to familiarize 

themselves with the scribble area. They were given 30 trials 

in which they could explore the space by producing 

different scribbles and hearing the sounds they produced 

with these trajectories. After the practice phase, the real 

experiment started. The experiment consisted of three 

rounds of training and testing. Each round started with a 

training phase in which the participants were exposed to the 

training set six times, each time in a different random order. 

This means that they were shown the picture, heard the 

sound that labeled this picture and were given one chance to 

imitate the sound. Feedback on the imitation accuracy was 

provided by showing a colored border around the picture, 

which gradually changed from red to green when the 

imitation became more accurate. Then, in round one and 

two a short test of five items followed in which only the 

picture was shown and the participants had to reproduce the 

right sound from their memory. After the third training 

phase, a longer test followed which included all nine 

meanings. The signal productions in this last test were used 

as input for the next participant. After completing the final 

test, the participants were asked to provide feedback about 

their own performance and experience. The first two chains 

consisted of ten participants in each chain. Later chains 

were slightly shorter (as described below). 

Learning bottleneck As has been shown with the use of 

computer models studying iterated learning and previous 

experimental iterated learning studies, the emergence of 

structure relies on the poverty of the stimulus (Smith et al., 

2003). When a learner is not exposed to every possible 

expression during acquisition, there is a learning bottleneck 

(Smith et al., 2003). It has been shown that as a result of 

such a bottleneck in transmission, structure emerges both in 

computer simulations (Smith et al., 2003) and in 

experiments with humans (Kirby et al., 2008) for instance 

because expressions for new items are constructed by 

generalization on the learned signals. In the experiment 

described in this report the learning bottleneck was 

introduced by training the participants on only six out of the 

total of nine sound-meaning pairs in the training phase, but 

testing them in the final test on all nine pairs. 

Modifications 

After the first two diffusion chains were completed we 

could make a few observations that led to two different 

adjustments in the third and fourth chain. The first involved 

the addition of another task in the testing phases and the 

second involved the introduction of adaptive learning in the 

training phases.  

 

 
 

 Figure 2: Meaning space. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Screenshot of the experiment, including a 

representation of the sound mapping. Note that 

participants did not get to see the axes or transcriptions, 

the Scribble Area was entirely empty.  
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Guessing task We observed that some participants were 

paying very little attention to the sounds during the task. 

Once they thought they had discovered which trajectory 

would give them a reasonable feedback, they would 

remember this trajectory and its relation to the right picture. 

During post-test questioning, participants sometimes 

reported that they stopped listening to the sounds once they 

remembered what they thought were the right gestures. In 

order to make sure that the participants would not start to 

ignore the sounds, an additional task was included in the 

testing phase. This task was a guessing task in which a 

sound was played and four pictures were shown, one of 

which belonged to the sound. The participant was asked to 

choose the right picture. This modification was added in the 

third chain. This chain consisted of only 6 generations. 

 

Adaptive learning Another observation we made was that 

participants had much difficulty learning to imitate sounds 

in the task. Their performance on most items stayed very 

poor throughout the course of the experiment and therefore 

an alternative learning structure was introduced, using 

adaptive learning. In this version, the participants would not 

be exposed to the complete training set at the beginning of 

the experiment, but the number of items they were trained 

on grew according to the imitation performance. At first, 

training would occur on only two different items. Then, 

when the participant was able to imitate those two closely 

enough, another example was added and so on. This 

modification was added in the fourth chain. 

Hypothesis 

At the end of each transmission chain we expect to find an 

increase in the amount of structure in the systems of sounds 

that were transmitted. We would call this structure 

combinatorial if it consists of a systematic reuse of basic 

building blocks in the sounds. It has been shown before that 

the mechanism of (human) iterated learning can lead to the 

emergence of compositional structure (Kirby et al., 2008; 

Kirby and Hurford, 2002) and our hypothesis is that it will 

lead to structure on the sub-lexical, phonetic level as well 

(de Boer and Zuidema, 2010). In addition, we expect to find 

an increase in the learnability of the set of signals as the 

chain progresses, because the sound systems change to 

become optimized for learnability. When the system is more 

structured, and only the sounds that are remembered easily 

persist in the system, participants are expected to learn 

faster and perform better.  

Results 

In this section we will first present the qualitative results, 

showing the development of the sound systems from 

generation to generation. This will give insight into the 

kinds of structure that did and did not occur. Second, we 

will present quantitative data, showing how the learning 

ability changed over the course of each chain. 

Qualitative results 

In figure 3 the outputs in the first two chains are shown. The 

first row shows the trajectories for the random input sounds 

and then each row shows the output of a participant who got 

the previous row as input. The colored border around the 

picture means that this item was part of the training set for 

the next person. This person was not trained, but only 

tested, on the other three. Note that the participants never 

saw the actual scribbles. Only the sounds were transmitted, 

as was their relation to one of the pictures in the meaning 

space. 

Figure 3: The first row shows the trajectories for the random input sounds and then each row shows the output of a 

participant who got the previous row as input. The colored border around the picture means that this item was part of the 

training set for the next person.  

 

 

(a) Chain one 

 

(b) Chain two 
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In both chains it can be observed that often the same 

signals are used for all objects with the same color or shape 

and right from the beginning there seems to be a tendency to 

search for patterns and apply generalizations. Often features 

such as the length of the sound, or the location of the 

trajectory in the space (influencing vowel quality) are linked 

to colors or shapes in the pictures. For instance in 

generation one of chain one, the trajectories that had to be 

created for the unseen pictures in the last test were often 

based on, or almost the same as the ones that were 

remembered for the seen pictures that had the color or shape 

in common. The red square, for instance, starts to be 

indicated by a trajectory going down, like the red circle and 

the blue square, while the green square gets a trajectory 

going up, like the green circle.  

But in this first chain it is not until generation nine that 

more than one dimension in the picture (color and shape) is 

distinguishably indicated in the signals (see figure 4). For 

person nine, all circles are expressed as straight lines, 

squares as cup-shaped trajectories and rings as hooks. Green 

colored shapes are indicated by the use of the lower left 

corner, the others by the use of the upper right corner in 

which the trajectories for blue go in the opposite direction 

from those for red (except for the circle, but this happened 

only in this last output round, it was consistent in previous 

rounds). The type of structure that emerges in chain one 

does not persist in the chain, not even over one generation 

and the structure appears to be more visually oriented than 

auditory. We will come back to this observation in the 

discussion section.  

In chain two, the first hints of structure appear in 

generation two (see figure 5). In this set, the location of the 

scribbles is clearly linked to the colors of the pictures in the 

meaning space. Red objects are always linked to scribbles in 

the upper half of the scribble space (corresponding to 

close/close-mid vowel sounds), green objects are linked to 

scribbles in the lower left corner (corresponding to open, 

front vowel sounds) and blue objects are linked to scribbles 

in the lower right corner (corresponding to open, back 

vowel sounds).  

Then in generation four more structure emerges when the 

shape of the scribble is also used to make a meaningful 

distinction between different shapes in the meaning space 

(see figure 6). The structure that appeared in generation 4 

was learned almost perfectly by the next person, except for 

the fact that the sounds for the ring shaped meanings did not 

stay the same. Only one (very clearly audible) feature that 

distinguished rings and squares in generation four was 

adopted by the next person, namely the longer duration of 

the sound. Following this, in generation six the structure is 

learned perfectly and even the sounds created for the unseen 

objects are correct.  

In chain three we added the additional guessing task in 

response to the observation that participants did not pay 

much attention to the sounds during the experiment. The 

results in this chain were qualitatively the same to those in 

the first two chains and there was no noticeable difference 

in listening behavior. In the discussion section we will 

explain why we think this happened.  

In chain four an adaptive learning regime determined the 

amount of training items that were presented at each time 

during the experiment, with a growing training set when the 

performance improved. While we thought this regime would 

help the participants to learn the sound-meaning pairs better, 

it actually revealed even more strikingly how difficult the 

learning task was. It turned out that about half of the 

participants did not progress beyond the initial stage in 

which there were only two training items in the set. 

Therefore the output data of most participants who did this 

version could not be used as input for the next person, 

because the learning bottleneck was simply too tight.  

In summary, the qualitative results indicate that the 

structures that emerged did not persist throughout the chain 

until the end. We will explain why we think this happened 

and discuss these issues further in the discussion section.  

Quantitative results 

In order to find out whether the sound-meaning systems 

were optimized to become more learnable by being 

transmitted through chains of human learners, we measured 

 

Figure 4: Chain one, generation nine. Note that the shape 

of the trajectory appears to express the shape of the object, 

while the position of the trajectory expresses the color of 

the object. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Chain two, generation two. Note that the 

location of the trajectory indicates the color of the object 

in the meaning space. 
 

 

Figure 6: Chain two, generation four. Note that the shape 

of the trajectory appears to express the shape of the object, 

while the position of the trajectory expresses the color of 

the object. 
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the performance from generation to generation in each 

chain. For each participant the distance between the input 

set and the output they created for each meaning was 

measured, by using the distance measure as described 

above. Figure 7 shows these measures for the first three 

chains in three different situations: at the beginning of the 

experiment including only the training set, at the end of the 

experiment including only the training set, and at the end of 

the experiment including the complete set (also the three 

meanings they were never trained on). In the case that the 

average distance between input and output is approximately 

the same on the training and test set, it means that the 

participant performed just as well on the meanings they 

never saw as on the other six. This therefore probably means 

that this person generalized by using the structure to decide 

on the sounds for the unseen meanings. Figure 7 shows that 

this happens only a few times throughout the chains. It is 

clear that there is a relationship between the emergence of 

structure and the increase of learnability (decrease of 

average distance). In chain one for instance, the 

performance on the complete set increases from generation 

seven to generation nine, where the performance is the same 

on the complete set and on the training set alone. This 

coincides with the appearance of structure in generation 7 

and 8 where location in the scribble area is linked to color in 

the meaning space. Person nine uses this structure to create 

sounds for unseen meanings. In chain two we can see a 

similar development starting in generation four. With the 

emergence of the structure that was described in the 

qualitative results, the performance on the complete set 

increases over the next few generations. In generation six, 

the performance is again the same on the complete set and 

on the training set alone, indicating that this person could 

guess the right sounds for unseen meanings by using 

generalization.  

Even though it happens a few times that learnability 

increases rapidly from generation to generation, it does not 

persist throughout the entire chain until the end. Just as the 

structure that sometimes emerges disappears again, the 

increased learnability disappears with it. 

Discussion and future direction 

The series of experiments described in this report was 

intended as a first investigation of the emergence of 

combinatorial structure in speech-like signals. With this first 

attempt to study the cultural evolution of an artificial sound 

system in the laboratory, we expected to find an increase in 

learnability of the systems that were being transmitted, as 

well as an increase of the combinatorial structure within the 

systems. Although these improvements could be observed 

qualitatively as structure emerged from time to time and 

survived for a few generations, structure did not emerge as a 

permanent feature, nor was there a cumulative increase of 

learnability or of the degree to which combinatorial 

structure was present. The disappearance of structure was 

probably caused by the difficulty of the learning task, 

causing some participants to erase structure that emerged 

previously. The difficulty of using the scribble area interface 

caused a tight learning bottleneck in this experiment, which 

hindered transmission and emergence of structure. 

However, the results are promising, because there were a 

few participants who had less difficulty with the task and in 

these cases generalization and introduction of structure 

happened in the way we expected. These participants were 

mostly familiar with the vowel chart (for instance due to 

courses they followed in phonetics/phonology), which 

provided them with a mental map that made the task 

cognitively easier. The current findings are useful for 

considerations in future work, in which a more intuitive 

sound production interface and a less narrow bottleneck are 

needed.  

One problem with the current study involves the analysis 

of the results and the relation to the original question of the 

emergence of combinatorial/sub-lexical structure. Structure 

does occur from time to time, but this structure cannot 

immediately be paralleled to combinatorial phonology. 

Actually it is more comparable to syntactic compositional 

structure, because the location and shapes in the scribble 

space are directly linked to colors or shapes in the meaning 

space. The building blocks are therefore meaningful and the 

structure compositional. There is no observable further 

recombination below this level. We are interested in the 

emergence of structure that is sub-lexical and more like 

‘bare phonology’ (Fitch, 2010), but the use of a very 

structured meaning space in this study did not yield 

combinatorial structure of this kind. 

 

Figure 7: Average distance between input and output for 

chain one, two and three in three different situations: at 

the beginning of the experiment including only the training 

set, at the end of the experiment including only the training 

set, and at the end of the experiment including the 

complete set (also the three meanings they were never 

trained on). 
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Furthermore, the structure that emerges appears mainly in 

the visual modality. The use of location in the scribble area 

(manipulating vowel quality) creates audible distinctions, 

but it can also be observed that sometimes structure emerges 

that is visible when inspecting the scribbled trajectories, but 

involves barely audible distinctions in the auditory 

modality. An example is shown in figure 4. This figure 

shows the entire set of generation nine in the first chain. In 

this set the location in the scribble area is used to distinguish 

green colored objects from the others, while the shape of the 

trajectory scribbled indicates the shape of the object: a 

straight line for the circles, a cup-shaped trajectory for the 

squares and a hook-shaped trajectory for the rings. The use 

of location (and therefore the manipulation of vowel 

quality) is clearly audible, but the subtle differences 

between hook-shapes and cup-shapes for instance, are 

clearly visible, but barely audible. Since the learners in each 

chain are never exposed to the scribbled trajectories, but 

only to the sounds, a logical consequence is that this type of 

inaudible structure does not persist into following 

generations.  

Why do participants focus so much on the visual modality 

and ignore the sounds? We think this is due to the feedback 

we give participants when they imitate the sounds. By 

providing feedback after imitation, a possibility is created 

for participants to solve the task without listening at all. 

They can directly focus on and remember the visual 

trajectory-meaning pairs that work well and result in 

positive feedback. This may be a more direct and easy 

memory task than having to remember sound-meaning pairs 

in addition to having to know how to produce these sounds 

in a multi-modal fashion. As mentioned before, we observed 

that some participants did not pay enough attention to the 

sounds, which confirms this concern.  

The fact that part of the emerged structure was 

imperceptible is not the only factor in this experiment that 

hindered transmission and persistence of the structure in the 

sound sets. The learning task also appeared to be very 

difficult, especially because it was hard for participants to 

figure out how to reproduce the sounds by drawing 

trajectories. This may have been caused by the fact that the 

scribble area was a very unnatural interface for the 

production of sounds and on top of this it involved a multi-

modal task with a difficult to interpret visual-auditory 

mapping (at least for people unfamiliar with the vowel 

space). The difficulty of the task became especially clear in 

chain four with the addition of active learning.  

Even though there were issues about the experiment 

described above that did not turn out as expected, the results 

are interesting and informative as a first attempt to 

experimentally investigate the emergence of structure in 

speech sounds. Learning did take place and structure did 

emerge from time to time. These results definitely shed light 

on many important issues that need to be considered in 

future designs, such as the need for a more intuitive sound 

production interface to make sure the learning bottleneck 

will not be too narrow and the use of a less structured 

meaning space, or no meaning space at all. The lessons 

learned from this study gave rise to ideas for a follow-up 

experiment. A sneak peek of this work is presented in the 

next paragraph. 

Future direction: a whistled sound system 

Given the difficulty participants had in learning to use the 

  
 

Figure 8: Slide whistle 

 

Figure 9: Part of a chain in the ongoing experiment of iterated learning of a whistled system, showing pitch tracks. The 

first row shows the initial whistles and the other rows show the recall output whistles of several persons in the chain. The 

highlighted whistles are discussed in the text. 
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scribble interface, we replaced it with the use of a slide 

whistle (see figure 8). Slide whistles are suitable because 

participants can easily use them to produce a rich repertoire 

of acoustic signals in an intuitive way, while only very little 

interference from pre-existing linguistic knowledge is 

expected. In this experiment combinatorial structure 

emerges readily. Participants in this study learn and 

reproduce twelve different short whistle sounds in a 

procedure that consists of four rounds of training and recall. 

During training they listen to the whistles one by one, and 

imitate them with the slide whistle and during recall they 

need to reproduce all twelve whistles. The output of the 

final recall phase is used as input for the next person in the 

chain. Testing is still in progress, but the results thus far 

indicate that through a process of incidental mirroring and 

borrowing of existing pieces in the recall phase 

combinatorial structure emerges. Figure 9 shows a part of 

one of the finished chains with the whistles represented as 

pitch tracks. Mirroring can for instance be observed here in 

whistle five and six of person one, four and seven of person 

two and whistle four and eight of person nine. It is clear that 

elements from whistle three and five from the initial set are 

often borrowed as a building block into new whistles. The 

evolved set of twelve whistles in the last generation (person 

10) is clearly structured in a discrete and combinatorial way. 

There is a set of basic building blocks: single notes, slides 

that go down and then up and slides that go down. These 

elements are re-used and combined in a systematic way into 

twelve unique whistles and there appear to be constraints on 

the way they can be combined. Single notes for instance 

always follow each other on the same pitch and slides 

always go down first, never the other way around. Similar 

observations can be found in the other chains, but the 

specific elements, rules and constraints differ from one 

chain to the other. In short, these preliminary results show 

that experimental iterated learning of an artificial sound 

system can cause this system to become organized in a way 

similar to how speech sounds and signs in sign languages 

are organized. 
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